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Editorial
A local couple took the kids to see Zog in Swindon. As a further 

treat, rather than driving, they took the train from Kemble. Catching 
the same train was the Princess Royal, off to contribute to her brother’s 
coronation as King. In among the horse carriages, the media, the 11,500 
police security and the great and the good from around the world it is 
easy to forget that the royal family are often involved with the public at 
a much more ordinary level.

Prince Charles and Princess 
Anne each reopened restored 
sections of their local Cotswold 
Canals, Anne driving herself down 

from Gatcombe in her Range Rover with her one security man in the 
passenger seat.

The country’s longest canal restoration is the Wilts & Berks. Camilla 
was patron for it, regularly walking her dogs on the towpath near her 
house. Her elevation to Queen would have been an ideal reason for 
withdrawing from that role but she has carried on giving the project her 
support.

During 2000 there was no shortage of millennium projects to be 
opened but it was not just the big easy ones that had royal backing. 
Staffin Community Pier is at the north end of Skye, a village project 
at the far end of the back of beyond, yet Princess Anne made the time 
to visit to give it a royal opening, perhaps with less spectators than had 
seen her arrive by helicopter at Holme Pierrepont to open the slalom 
course a few years earlier. At times she has been a sailor and a member 
of the Olympic horse riding team, taking part this time on horseback.

The royals have got even further off the beaten track at times. 
Brian Wilson, writing in Blazing Paddles about his circumnavigation 
of Scotland, recalled standing on a deserted beach by the Sound 
of Taransay when a helicopter suddenly appeared, flying along the 
shoreline, close enough for him to see Charles and Diana returning his 
wave, forgetting that he was not wearing anything at the time.

Charles’ and Anne’s mother, in a headscarf, driving a Land Rover 
along wild Scottish tracks, would have been a long way from what many 
would have seen as the lifestyle of Queen Elizabeth II.

For the overwhelming majority of the population Charles is our 
King.
Stuart Fisher

Not our royals?

As we reach our 70th birthday we take a look back at how things 
have changed. In 1953 many people were paddling home built plywood 
or lath and canvas designs, especially Percy Blandford’s PBK models. 
Sprinters had veneer kayaks. Eight years after the end of the war few 
people had their own cars and petrol was a luxury.

Glassfibre came in during the 1960s, 
later enhanced by carbon fibre and 
Kevlar in the 1970s. For recreational 
models polyethylene was heavy but the 
weekly glassfibre repairs became a thing 
of the past for most.

Any major overseas trip required sponsorship, which, in turn, required 
the making of a film or Sunday colour supplement coverage, such as 
for the Mike Jones Inn expedition, yet it was only a couple of decades 
later that Foxy and friends were nipping down to the Italian Alps for a 
long weekend of river running. Trips were run from Nordkapp to the 
southern tip of America and everyone went to Nepal.

We went from  ‘Less than three there should never be’ to paddling 
solo across the Atlantic. We went from everyone knowing everyone 
and expecting to recognize the driver of every car on the M6 with 
a kayak on the roof to knowing fewer and fewer people as the sport 
expanded. A windsurfer became the accessory that everyone must have 
for a while, paddleboards currently being equally essential. Competition 
has increasingly expanded to more age and other limited groups to 
closed classes for disabilities and encouragement for minorities beyond 
canoeing. Much funding became available for competition with results 
thought to matter, particularly Olympics, and we went from if any 
medals would be won to how many. We went from being amateurs to 
increasing numbers of competitors being full time and from people 
working at home to support canoeing to paid staff in offices.

Restoration of canals has gone on apace, reopening waters that had 
been lost but only in Scotland has federalization resulted in open and 
fair countryside access and we were pleased to contribute to getting the 
Land Reform Act. South of the border there has been an astonishing 

Seventy years 
and counting

absence of progress on the water, since before this magazine started, in 
contrast with what has been done for those on land. The EA and their 
predecessors have not only not made any progress but have not made 
any attempt to improve matters for river users. Successive Ministers 
from successive Governments have gone to ever greater lengths to avoid 
answering questions about what is a blindingly obvious lack of any legal 
basis for their position and a consistent policy known by all not to work. 
What was obstruction by anglers who wanted the rivers entirely for 
themselves is now obstruction by environmentalists to boats on rivers in 
case this is what wildlife may want.

In 1953 the idea of owning your own computer was unthinkable. 
Twenty years later we went from Roneo output to a format that 
allowed photographs. Another twenty years saw us with software capable 
of laying out the Times, heading on to becoming the world’s first 
canoeing magazine published every month in full colour throughout 
and one of the first magazines of any sort to supply PDFs to a printer 
for publishing. The thought of everyone carrying around a telephone 
incorporating a camera and computer was nonsense, as was not 
knowing quite how many computers some of us owned.

It was in 1980 that the penny finally dropped as to who was behind 
the problems we had been encountering, even though we were an 
official BCU magazine until 1983. The situation steadily deteriorated, 
even though traders were getting up to six times more response to 
advertisements placed in Canoeist compared with other magazines, 
and we finally had to return to being an amateur magazine without 
advertising support but still without censorship!

On one occasion we managed to publish a national news story on the 
cover a day before the BBC news website got it but that was luck and 
the exception. More often enthusiasts are sending out results before an 
event winner is even out of his boat so we are writing for those with a 
more general interest or about things that wouldn’t get aired otherwise.

In 2005 we were asked to take over the International Sea Kayak 
Association and Paddlers International with their magazines and these 
have contributed to widening activities, especially book publishing 
which has been picked up by users from yachtsmen to cyclists and 
walkers.

As far as I know we are the world’s longest running canoeing 
magazine.
Stuart Fisher
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Sharpe and Moule on 
their way to smashing a 
long established sporting 
record, the time taken to 
paddle from Devizes to 

Westminster.


